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Scanning Laser Radar-Based Target Position
Designation for Parking Aid System
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Abstract—Recently, customers have shown a growing interest
in parking aid products. A parking aid system consists of target
position designation, path planning, and parking guidance by user
interface or path tracking by active steering. For target position
designation, various sensors and signal processing technologies
have been tried. In the case of parallel parking, an ultrasonic
sensor-based method plays a dominant role. In the case of perpen-
dicular parking, a graphical user interface (GUI)-based method
and a parking slot marking-based method have been commer-
cialized. However, methods developed for the recognition of free
parking space between vehicles have their respective drawbacks.
This paper proposes a method for the recognition of free parking
space between vehicles using scanning laser radar. This proposed
method consists of range data preprocessing, corner detection,
and target parking position designation. The authors developed
a novel corner-detection method consisting of rectangular corner
detection and round corner detection. The newly developed cor-
ner detection is unaffected by cluster orientation and the range
data interval and is robust to noise. Experimental results showed
that even in situations where other methods failed, the proposed
scanning laser radar-based method could designate target parking
position to viable free parking space. The recognition rate was
98.21%, and the average processing time was about 600 ms.
Finally, it is argued that the proposed method will eventually be
a practical solution because of the decreasing price of scanning
laser radar and multiple-function integration strategies.

Index Terms—Driver-assist system (DAS), parking aid system,
scanning laser radar, target position designation.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, customers have shown a growing interest in

parking aid products. According to J. D. Power’s “2001

Emerging Technologies Study,” 66% of customers indicated

that they were likely to purchase parking aid products [1]. The

“Top 10 High-Tech Car Safety Technologies” published by

T. Tellem included the rearview camera [2]. Such customer

interests were connected to actual purchases. In 2003, the

Toyota Prius launched an adopted intelligent parking assist,

automating the steering maneuver of backup parking as an

optional feature, which was opted into by about 80% of Prius
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buyers [3]. Based on customers’ increasing interest and the suc-

cessful introduction of early products, many car and component

manufacturers are competitively preparing the release of more

parking aid products [4], [5].

Various types of parking aid products are being developed:

1) displaying the predicted path based on steering angle

and distance markings graphically on the rearview image

[6], [7];

2) displaying an overhead view image around the subjective

vehicle by mosaicking images captured from multiple

cameras pointed toward various directions or by mosaick-

ing consecutive images captured from a rearward camera

with obstacle information detected by ultrasonic sensors

[8], [9];

3) informing the driver of the required steering maneuver by

visual or audio interface [10]–[13];

4) automating the steering maneuver to drive the subjective

vehicle to an initial position required for safe and conve-

nient parking operation [14];

5) automating the steering maneuver from an initial position

to the target parking position [3]–[6], [13], [15]–[19];

6) fully automatic parking [20], [21].

The preferred type of parking aid product varies according to

the customer’s regional characteristics. In Europe, parallel park-

ing is dominant, whereas in Asia, customers are more interested

in perpendicular parking. On the other hand, in the U.S., there

is great demand for backward monitoring and private garage

solutions.

A parking aid system consists of target position designation,

path planning, and parking guidance by user interface or path

tracking by active steering. The methods of target position

designation can be divided into four categories.

1) User-interface-based method: An interactive method with

steering maneuver and augmented display [7] locates

target position with arrow buttons on the graphical user

interface [6] and moves and rotates the target position by

a drag-and-drop operation like a cursor [22].

2) Parking slot marking-based method: This automati-

cally recognizes a parking slot by image understanding

[23]–[26] and utilizes hints provided by the driver

through a touch screen [25].

3) Method based on free space between parked vehicles:

This includes a method proposed in this paper and will

be explained in detail in the following paragraph.

4) Infrastructure-based method: This designates target po-

sition utilizing local Global Positioning System, digital

map, and communication with parking management sys-

tem [11], [12].
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Again, the method based on the free space between parked

vehicles can be divided into seven categories according to

the type of sensor and the signal processing technology being

used.

1) Ultrasonic sensor-based method: This is the most com-

mon target position designation method for parallel park-

ing. The system collects range data as the vehicle passes

by a free parking space and then registers the range data

using odometry to construct the depth map of side region

of the subjective vehicle. To precisely measure the edges

of the free parking space, Siemens developed a new sen-

sor with modified sensing area, that is, horizontally nar-

row and vertically wide [16]. Linköping University and

Toyota both utilized the correlation between multiple

range data sets using multilateration [15], [28] and

rotational correction [27], respectively.

2) Short range radar (SRR) sensor-based method: For par-

allel parking, the SRR sensor was tested instead of the

ultrasonic sensor [10]. A method that improves the angu-

lar accuracy with the synthetic aperture radar algorithm

was proposed [30].

3) Single-image understanding-based method: This uses

pattern-recognition-based free space detection; horizon-

tal edge-based vehicle position detection has also been

experimentally tried [31].

4) Motion stereo-based method: IMRA Europe developed

a system that provides a driver with a virtual image

from the optimal viewpoint by intermediate view recon-

struction. The system reconstructs 3-D information via

odometry and using features tracked through consecutive

images captured while the subjective vehicle is moving

[32]–[35]. Shur et al. proposed a system that could recog-

nize 3-D information from consecutive images, even

without the help of odometry, and then designate the

target position [36].

5) Binocular stereo vision-based method: The system in

[37] reconstructs 3-D information by feature-based stereo

matching and iterative closest-point algorithm with re-

spect to the vehicle model. It then designates the target

position. The system in [38] separates the feature-based

stereo matching results into ground points and obstacle

points according to the precalibrated homography of the

ground surface and searches for the optimal target po-

sition nearest parking slot markings and farthest from

obstacles [38].

6) Light stripe projection-based method: The system recog-

nizes 3-D information by analyzing the light stripe made

by a light plane projector and reflected back from ob-

jects. It was proposed as a solution for dark underground

parking lots where passive vision-based methods usually

fail [39].

7) Scanning laser radar-based method: Schanz et al. ver-

tically installed the scanning laser radar on the side of

the subjective vehicle; the radar then collected range data

while passing by the free parking space. They proposed

a system that constructed the depth map by registering

range data with odometry and then recognizing free park-

ing space. In this case, the scanning laser radar was used

as a precise ultrasonic sensor with narrow field of view

(FOV) [20], [40], [41]. The CyCab project horizontally

installed the scanning laser radar on the front end of the

subjective vehicle; the radar recognized the locations of

parked vehicles. They utilized the vehicle locations for

path planning and simultaneous localization and mapping

[42]. The authors have already proposed a novel driver-

assist system called integrated side/rear safety system,

which horizontally installed one scanning laser radar on

the left side of the subjective vehicle’s rear end to incor-

porate four system functions, i.e., blind spot detection,

rear collision warning system, target position designation

for parallel parking, and target position designation for

perpendicular parking [43].

Although the methods developed earlier achieved partial suc-

cess, each has its drawbacks. Vision-based methods, including

manual designation, cannot be used in dark illumination condi-

tions. In particular, specular reflection and the smooth surface

of the typical vehicle degrade the performance of binocular

stereo and motion stereo. Moreover, if the color of a vehicle is

dark, such as black, any feature extractor cannot detect useful

feature points on the vehicle surface. Active stripe projection-

based methods cannot be used outdoors during the day be-

cause sunlight will overpower the entire spectrum range of the

imaging device [39]. It is reported that the ultrasonic sensor

in parallel parking situations acquires practically useful range

data because the incident angle between the sensor and the side

facet of the objective vehicle is approximately zero. However,

in perpendicular parking situations, the incident angle between

the ultrasonic sensor and the side facets of adjacent vehicles is

so large that range recognition usually fails [29]. Although SRR

is expected to robustly detect the existence of vehicles, it is not

applicable for detecting the vehicle boundary on the near side

of the subjective vehicle. In general, SRR has a low angular

accuracy and outputs only for a limited number of range data.

Furthermore, the outputs are not deterministic because response

strengths are considerably sensitive to the object’s shape, orien-

tation, and reflectance [30]. Schanz et al. and the CyCab project

can be considered as good examples of using the advantages of

scanning laser radar as it can precisely recognize the boundary

of a parked vehicle in both the daytime and at night. Although

Schanz et al. used scanning laser radar as a precise side range

sensor, they still had drawbacks in terms of the odometry-based

registration, such as potential inaccuracy, restricted driving path

during free space sensing, and memory/computing-intensive

grid operation [20], [40], [41]. Furthermore, the CyCab project

used almost the same configuration as the proposal of the

authors; their vehicle boundary recognition used impractical

assumptions that all parked vehicles belong to only one class

of vehicle [42]. The earlier work of the authors showed that

“L”-shaped template matching could robustly recognize the

boundary information of parked vehicles [43]. Such an ap-

proach is different from adaptive-cruise-control-oriented scan-

ning laser radar applications, which focuses on simple invariant

description and the detection/tracking of vehicles in the forward

and far distance [44].
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This paper proposes a scanning laser radar-based target posi-

tion designation method for perpendicular parking situations.

The proposed method uses only one range data set without

odometry and assumes that a vehicle appears as an “L”-shaped

cluster in the range data. Target parking position is expected to

be the nearest free parking space between parked vehicles. The

proposed algorithm consists of three phases, i.e., preprocessing

of range data, corner detection, and target parking position

designation. The preprocessing of range data consists of noise

elimination, occlusion detection, and cluster recognition. Cor-

ner detection consists of two phases, i.e., rectangular corner

detection and round corner detection. Target parking position

designation consists of the main reference vehicle recognition,

subreference vehicle recognition, and target position establish-

ment. Compared with the earlier algorithm [43], round corner

detection is added to precisely recognize the round front end

of vehicles. Furthermore, because the newly developed corner

detection methods use the least assumption and normalized

fitness, they are proved robust to various noises and situations.

Target parking position designation is also improved to consider

the surrounding environment when detecting a free parking slot.

The algorithm that was tested in various situations overcame

almost all conditions that were critical to other methods. In

Section VI, the authors discuss the expected drawback of the

proposed method, that is, expensive sensor price, which could

be compensated by multifunction integration and could be

relieved in the near future by a price decrease.

II. PREPROCESSING OF RANGE DATA

Preprocessing eliminates the noise of range data from scan-

ning laser radar and outputs clusters, which are inputs of corner

detection.

A. Removal of Invalid and Isolated Data

Fig. 1 shows a typical situation wherein a driver is trying to

park the subjective vehicle between parked vehicles, which is

the main situation considered in this paper. Fig. 1(a) shows an

image captured by the rearview camera of the subjective vehi-

cle, and Fig. 1(b) depicts the range data captured by scanning

laser radar installed on the left side of the subjective vehicle’s

rear end. In Fig. 1(b), the x-axis represents the scanning angle,

and the y-axis represents the range value. Because the scanning

laser radar only outputs one range value for each scanning angle

or pan angle, the range data can be stored and processed in 1-D

array with a fixed length.

Preprocessing eliminates the invalid data having zero range

value and the isolated data caused by random noise. The iso-

lated data are defined as a range data whose minimum value

of distances to two neighboring data, that is, left and right

neighbor, is larger than a threshold, for example, 0.5 m. Fig. 2

shows the result of invalid data and isolated data removal.

B. Occlusion Detection

Occlusion is defined as a point where the consecutive range

value is discontinuous, and a sequence of continuous valid

range data between two occlusions is defined as a cluster.

Fig. 1. Situation wherein the free parking space is between parked vehicles.
(a) Rearview image. (b) Range data.

Fig. 2. Range data after the removal of invalid data and isolated data.

While investigating the range data arranged in the scanning

angle, a transition from invalid to valid data is recognized

as the left end of the cluster and a vice-versa transition as
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Fig. 3. Occlusion detection result. (a) Polar coordinate system. (b) Cartesian
coordinate system.

the right end of the cluster. In other words, if the difference

between two consecutive range values [(n − 1)th and nth range

data] is larger than a threshold, for example, 0.5 m, then the

(n − 1)th data are recognized as the right end of a cluster,

and the nth data are recognized as the left end of the next

cluster. Fig. 3 shows the result of occlusion detection. The left

and right ends of the cluster are represented by a circle and

a rectangle, respectively. Fig. 3(b) shows the valid range data

and recognized occlusions in Cartesian coordinate system. The

subjective vehicle is depicted as a filled rectangle, and its left

rear end is located at coordinates (0, 0).

C. Fragmentary Cluster Removal

Clusters with a very small size are supposedly caused by

noise. If either the range data number from the left end to

Fig. 4. Result of fragmentary cluster removal. (a) Polar coordinate system.
(b) Cartesian coordinate system.

the right end of a cluster is less than its threshold (e.g., 5) or

the geometrical length is less than its threshold (e.g., 0.25 m),

then the cluster is regarded as a fragment and is eliminated.

If the neighboring clusters of the eliminated cluster are near

and codirectional, linear interpolation connects the neighboring

two clusters. Fig. 4 shows the result of fragmentary cluster

removal.

III. CORNER DETECTION

It is assumed that the range data from the scanning laser

radar are acquired in a parking lot. Because a major recognition

target, such as a vehicle and a pillar, appears as an “L”-shaped

cluster in range data, simple corner detection can recognize

vehicle and pillar. On the other hand, objects apart from vehicle
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Fig. 5. Range data after the removal of invalid data and isolated data.

and pillar do not have “L”-shaped clusters, and these can be

ignored during the following procedures.

Corner detection consists of rectangular corner detection and

round corner detection, as depicted in Fig. 5. A large number

of vehicles have rectangular front and rear ends, which can be

fitted by a rectangular corner. The rectangular corner can be

represented by two lines orthogonally meeting. Some vehicles

have front ends with such large curvatures that should be fitted

by a round corner. The round corner can be represented by a

line and an ellipse meeting at a point.

If the fitting error of rectangular corner detection is less than

a threshold, for example, 0.2, it is recognized as a rectangular

corner. If the fitting error is larger than the first threshold but

less than a marginal threshold, for example, 0.6, it is retested

by round corner detection. If the fitting error of round corner

detection is less than the threshold, for example, 0.2, it is

recognized as a round corner. Otherwise, it is determined to be

unrelated to the vehicle or the pillar and can be ignored.

A. Rectangular Corner Detection

For each point of a cluster, assuming the point is the vertex

of the “L” shape, one optimal corner is detected in the sense of

least-squared (LS) error. Among the detected corners, one with

the smallest fitting error is recognized as the corner candidate

of the cluster.

An “L”-shaped cluster is supposed to consist of two lines that

meet orthogonally. Points before the vertex of corner should be

close to the first line, and points after the vertex should be close

to the second line. Therefore, “L”-shaped template matching is

equal to an optimization problem minimizing the sum of fitting

errors, fitting error of points before the vertex with respect to the

first line, and fitting error of points after the vertex with respect

to the second line, given that the two lines are orthogonal.

Fig. 6. Range data after the removal of invalid data and isolated data.

Because the two lines are orthogonal, the first line l1 and the

second line l2 can be represented as

l1 : ax + by + c = 0

l2 : bx − ay + d = 0. (1)

Given that the number of points of a cluster is N and the index

of the investigated point P n is n, as shown in Fig. 6, points

with index from 1 to n should satisfy l1, and points with index

from n to N should satisfy l2. This fact is expressed in linear

algebraic form as
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where An denotes the measurement matrix, and Xn denotes

the parameter matrix when the investigated point index is n.

The nontrivial parameter matrix Xn satisfying (2) is the

null vector of the measurement matrix An. Therefore, the

parameters of l1 and l2 can be estimated by finding the null

vector of An using singular value decomposition (SVD) as

[Un,Sn,Vn] = SVD(An) (3)

where Un, Sn, and Vn, respectively, denote the output basis

matrix, singular value matrix, and input basis matrix of An

when the investigated point index is n. Because the singu-

lar value corresponding to the null vector is ideally zero, a

nonzero singular value can be considered as the error mea-

sure. When the investigated point index is n, the rectangular

corner fitting error of cluster C is Sn(4, 4), which is denoted
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Fig. 7. Rectangular corner fitting error and corner candidate.
(a) Erectangular corner(C, n). (b) Corner candidate.

by Erectangular corner(C, n). Corresponding to this, the fourth

column of Vn is the estimated parameter set.

After measuring Erectangular corner(C, n) of points with index

from 2 to (N − 1) in cluster C, one case with the smallest value

is recognized as the corner candidate of the cluster. Fig. 7(a)

shows the graph of the measured Erectangular corner(C, n) of

points with index from 2 to (N − 1), and Fig. 7(b) shows the

recognized corner candidate. With recognized parameters, two

lines are drawn, and the point with the smallest fitting error, i.e.,

n = 6, is marked by “o.”

Fig. 8 shows the cross point of two recognized sides (xc, yc),
which is recognized as the refined vertex of the corner. The two

unit vectors parallel to the two sides d1 and d2 are calculated.

In this case, d1 is set to be in the direction of the longer side,

and d2 is set to be in the direction of the shorter side.

Fig. 8. Vertex of corner is refined to the cross point of two recognized lines.

However, rectangular corner detection has one problem when

some endpoints of a cluster having a line shape deviate from

the line center, as shown in Fig. 9(a). In this case, although the

whole structure of the cluster is definitely a line, the deviated

points force Erectangular corner(C, n) to have a small value, as

shown in Fig. 9(b).

To avoid this pitfall, the line fitting error, that is, LS fitting

error, is employed when the cluster is fitted to a line. If all

points in a cluster C belong to a line, they should satisfy a line

equation l in

l : ax + by + c = 0. (4)

This fact can be expressed in linear algebraic form as





x1 y1 1
...

xN yN 1
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X

= 0. (5)

The nontrivial parameter matrix X is the null vector of the

measurement matrix B, and the singular value corresponding

to the null vector is the line fitting error of cluster C, which is

denoted by Eline(C).
The error of the corner candidate of a cluster C, which is

denoted by Ecorner(C) and given by

Ecorner(C) =
min

n
Erectangular corner(C, n)

Eline(C)
(6)

is defined by the minimum of Erectangular corner(C, n) divided

by Eline(C). Because the Eline(C) value of a cluster in the

line shape is small, its Ecorner(C) has a relatively large value,

despite a small Erectangular corner(C, n). Consequently, normal-

ization by Eline(C) prevents the cluster in the line shape from

being recognized as a rectangular corner. Fig. 10 shows the
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Fig. 9. Cluster having a line shape also has a small Erectangular corner(C, n)
value. (a) A cluster having line shape. (b) Erectangular corner(C, n).

effect of normalization by Eline(C): The cluster in the “L”

shape has a small error value, whereas the cluster in the line

shape definitely has a large error value. The number beside the

recognized corner denotes Ecorner(C).
The newly developed rectangular corner detection is proved

to be unaffected by orientation and robust to noise as it is based

on the LS fitting of the implicit function. Because it does not use

any kind of assumption about line length and distance between

range data, it is expected to be superior to the conventional rec-

tangular corner detection that divides points into two groups by

potential vertex and fits the groups into two lines, respectively,

and then finds the optimal vertex by evaluating the rectangular

constraint. Fig. 11(a) shows that the newly developed rectan-

gular corner detection is unaffected by orientation because it

is based on an implicit expression. Fig. 11(b) shows that the

Fig. 10. Comparison of Ecorner(C) between corner and line case. (a) Corner
cluster; Ecorner = 0.12841. (b) Line cluster; Ecorner = 0.47198.

developed “L”-shaped template matching can detect the correct

rectangular corner in spite of heavy noise and an uneven point

interval.

B. Round Corner Detection

Rectangular corner detection cannot avoid severe error when

the front or rear end of a vehicle is considerably round, as

shown in Fig. 12(a), because such range data do not follow

the assumption of rectangular corner detection that the vehicle

corner can be modeled by two lines meeting orthogonally.

Therefore, clusters that marginally failed in rectangular corner

detection are retested by round corner detection, which models

the vehicle corner by the connection of a line and a curve.
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Fig. 11. Newly developed rectangular corner detection is unaffected by
orientation and robust to noise. (a) Case of different orientation. (b) Case with
heavy noise and uneven sampling.

Without losing generality, the curve is formulated by an ellipse

arc. Fig. 12(b) shows the correct corner recognized by round

corner detection.

Round corner detection fulfills line–curve corner detection

and curve–line corner detection, and then selects one with a

smaller fitting error as the corner candidate of a cluster. Accord-

ing to this viewpoint, a vehicle with a round front or rear end

appears as either a line–curve combination or a curve–line com-

bination in range data. Line–curve corner detection fulfills LS

fitting, assuming a corner is composed of a line and an ellipse

arc. Contrarily, curve–line corner detection fulfills LS fitting,

assuming a corner is composed of an ellipse arc and a line.

In the case of line–curve corner detection, given that the

number of points of a cluster is N and the index of the

investigated point P n is n, points with index from 1 to n should

satisfy l1, and points with index from n to N should satisfy e2,

as given by

l1 : px + qy + r = 0

e2 : ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0. (7)

By applying SVD to points with index from 1 to n of cluster

C, the parameters of the line equation l1 can be estimated. The

fitting error of the line portion

Eline portion(C, n) =

n∑

i=1

(pxi + qyi + r)2 (8)

is defined by the summation of squared algebraic errors. By

applying stable direct LS (SDLS) ellipse fitting [45] to points

with index from n to N of cluster C, the parameters of the

ellipse equation e2 can be estimated. The fitting error of the

ellipse portion

Eellipseportion(C, n)=
N∑

i=n

(
ax2

i
+bxiyi+cy2

i
+dxi+eyi+f

)2

(9)

is defined by the summation of squared algebraic errors.

When the investigated point is the nth point of cluster C, the

line–curve fitting error

Eline−curve corner(C, n)

= Elineportion(C, n) + Eellipseportion(C, n) (10)

is defined as the sum of Eline portion(C, n) and

Eellipse portion(C, n). After evaluating Eline−curve corner(C, n)
for points of cluster C with index from 5 to (N − 5), a

corner with the minimum fitting error is recognized as the

line–curve corner candidate of the cluster. Similar to the case

of rectangular corner detection, the error of the line–curve

corner candidate of the cluster C

Eline−curve corner(C) =
min

n
Eline−curve corner(C, n)

Eline(C)
(11)

is defined by the minimum of Eline−curve corner(C, n) divided

by Eline(C). The term Eline(C) denotes the line fitting error as

defined in (4) and (5), and gives (11) with normalization effect.

It is noteworthy that the index n in (8) and (9) has a different

meaning, i.e., the final index in (8) and the initial index in (9).

In the case of curve–line corner detection, given that the

number of points of a cluster is N and the index of the

investigated point P n is n, points with index from 1 to n should

satisfy e1, and points with index from n to N should satisfy l2,

which is given by

e1 : ax2 + bxy + cy2 + dx + ey + f = 0

l2 : px + qy + r = 0. (12)

It is the reverse case of (7).
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Fig. 12. Effect of round corner detection. (a) Rectangular corner detection result. (b) Round corner detection result.

By applying SDLS ellipse fitting to points with index from 1

to n of cluster C, the parameters of the ellipse equation e1 can

be estimated. The fitting error of the ellipse portion

Eellipse portion(C, n)=

n∑

i=1

(
ax2

i
+bxiyi+cy2

i
+dxi+eyi+f

)2

(13)

is defined by the summation of squared algebraic errors. By

applying SVD to points with index from n to N of cluster C,

the parameters of the line equation l2 can be estimated. The

fitting error of the line portion

Eline portion(C, n) =

N∑

i=n

(pxi + qyi + r)2 (14)

is defined by the summation of squared algebraic errors.

When the investigated point is the nth point of cluster C, the

curve–line fitting error

Ecurve−line corner(C, n)

= Eellipseportion(C, n) + Elineportion(C, n) (15)

is defined as the sum of Eellipse portion(C, n) and

Eline portion(C, n). After evaluating Ecurve−line corner(C, n) for

points of cluster C with index from 5 to (N − 5), a corner

with the minimum fitting error is recognized as the curve–line

corner candidate of the cluster. Similar to the case of line–curve

corner detection, the error of the curve–line corner candidate

of the cluster C

Ecurve−line corner(C) =
min

n
Ecurve−line corner(C, n)

Eline(C)
(16)

is defined by the minimum of Ecurve−line corner(C, n) divided

by Eline(C). It is worth noting that the index n in (13) and (14)

has different meanings, i.e., the final index in (13) and the initial

index in (14), which makes the differences between (8) and (14)

and between (9) and (13).

Round corner detection of cluster C fulfills both line–curve

detection and curve–line detection. As a result, two fitting errors

are evaluated, i.e., Eline−curve corner(C) is defined by (11) and

Ecurve−line corner(C) is defined by (16). The result of the round

corner detection, that is, new corner candidate of the cluster, is

set to the case with smaller fitting error. The error of the corner

candidate of cluster C

Ecorner(C)=min (Eline−curve corner(C), Ecurve−line corner(C))
(17)

is defined as the minimum of two fitting errors. Consequently,

only if Ecorner(C) is smaller than a threshold, for example, 0.2,

is the cluster recognized as a valid corner. Otherwise, the cluster

is ignored in (17)

If a cluster is recognized as a round corner, d1 is set to be in

the direction from connecting point to line segment endpoint,

and d2 is set to be parallel with the ellipse long axis in the

direction from the connecting point to the ellipse center. The

vertex of a round corner is set by finding the cross point of

the line and ellipse long axis and then shifting it in the direction

of ellipse short axis by ellipse short radius.

Fig. 13 shows the result of round corner detection when a

cluster has a curve–line type. Fig. 13(a)–(c) depicts the graph-

ical representations of Eline portion(C, n), Eellipse portion(C, n),
and Eline−curve corner(C, n) of line–curve corner detection,

respectively. Fig. 13(d) shows the result of line–curve

corner detection. Fig. 13(e)–(g) depicts the graphical

representations of Eline portion(C, n), Eellipse portion(C, n),
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Fig. 13. Results of round corner detection when the cluster is curve–line type. (a) Eline portion(C, n) of Eline−curve corner(C, n). (b) Eellipse portion(C, n)
of Eline−curve corner(C, n). (c) Eline−curve corner(C, n). (d) Result of line–curve detection. (e) Eline portion(C, n) of Ecurve−line corner(C, n).
(f) Eellipse portion(C, n) of Ecurve−line corner(C, n). (g) Ecurve−line corner(C, n). (h) Result of curve–line corner detection. (i) Final result of round corner
detection.

and Ecurve−line corner(C, n) of curve–line corner detection,

respectively. Fig. 13(h) shows the result of curve–line corner

detection. Comparing Fig. 13(c) and (g), it is observed that

Ecurve−line corner(C) is smaller than Eline−curve corner(C).
Therefore, Ecorner(C) is set to Ecurve−line corner(C), and

because its value is smaller than the threshold, the cluster is

recognized as round corner in the curve–line type, as shown

in Fig. 13(i). The number beside the corner point denotes

Ecorner(C).

IV. DESIGNATION OF TARGET PARKING POSITION

Based on the information of detected corners, target park-

ing position designation establishes the geometrical location

and orientation of a viable free parking space as the target

position.

A. Main Reference Corner Recognition

Among the corners satisfying free parking space conditions

within the perpendicular parking region of interest (ROI), the

nearest to the subjective vehicle is recognized as the main

reference corner. The main reference corner denotes the corner

that belongs to one of two vehicles in contact with the free

parking space and appears as an “L” shape in the range data.

It is assumed that the range data are acquired from a location

where the driver manually starts perpendicular parking. There-

fore, the target parking position is supposed to be within the

ROI, which is established by the FOV and maximum distance.

In experiments, the FOV is set to rearward 160◦, and the

maximum distance is set to 25 m. Corners out of the ROI are

regarded as irrelevant to the parking operation and are thus

ignored. Fig. 14(a) and (b) shows the results of corner detection
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Fig. 14. Corners that remained only within ROI. (a) Initially detected corners.
(b) Remaining corners after ROI application.

and ROI application, respectively. Only corners with Ecorner(C)
will be examined in the next phases.

By checking whether there is any object in the reverse

direction of d1 and d2 of each corner, it is investigated whether

each corner contacts the free parking space (Fig. 15). Further,

by finding clusters within a certain FOV (e.g., 90◦) in the

reverse direction of d1 and d2, respectively, two conditions

for each direction are tested, i.e., whether there is any cluster

within the distance of vehicle width and whether there is any

cluster within the distance of vehicle length. If the investigated

Fig. 15. Free parking space condition. Does the corner contact with viable
free parking space?

Fig. 16. Corners satisfying free parking space conditions.

corner contacts with the viable free parking space, a cluster

should exist between the vehicle width distance and the vehicle

length distance in one direction, but no cluster should exist

within the vehicle length distance in the other direction. If

there is any cluster within the vehicle width distance in either

direction, or if there is no cluster within the vehicle length

distance in both directions, then the corner is determined not

to be adjacent to a viable free parking space. It is noteworthy

that the proposed system regards the situation when there is

no cluster in both directions within vehicle length distance

as an erroneous situation. In other words, such a situation is

caused by sensing error or a situation with a wide parking

space. In the latter case, the feasibility of automatic parking

is expected to be so low that there is little need to establish
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Fig. 17. Recognized main reference corner.

Fig. 18. Subreference corner projection and outward border.

target parking position, in spite of the possibility of sensing

error.

During corner detection, in the case of rectangular corner, d1

is set to be in the direction of the longer side, and d2 is set to be

in the direction of the shorter side. In the case of round corner,

d1 is set to be in the direction of the line portion, and d2 is set

to be in the direction of the longer axis of the ellipse. After the

investigation of free parking space conditions, d1 is set to be in

the direction where there is no cluster, and d2 is set to be in the

direction where cluster is found.

Fig. 16 shows the remaining corners after the investigation of

free parking space conditions. It can be observed that although,

initially, there are many detected corners, corners satisfying free

parking space conditions are few. Fig. 17 shows the recognized

main reference corner by selecting the corner nearest the sub-

jective vehicle.

Fig. 19. Established final target parking position.

Fig. 20. Case when outward border is set by the projection of subreference
corner.

Fig. 21. Sensor installation.

B. Subreference Corner Detection and Target Parking

Position Establishment

Among the occlusions and corners located within a certain

FOV (e.g., 90◦) in the reverse direction of d2 of the main
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Fig. 22. Cloudy day at outdoor parking lot.

reference corner, the nearest is recognized as the subreference

corner, which will be used to establish target parking position.

Vehicles or pillars adjacent to the free parking space can

have severely different coordinates in depth direction. In such

cases, the line connecting the main reference corner and the

subreference corner cannot be aligned to the direction of the

desired target parking position. To solve this problem, the two

coordinates in d1 axis are compared: the projection of sub-

reference corner onto a line passing the vertex of the main

reference corner with d1 direction and the vertex of the

main reference corner, as shown in Fig. 18. The line located

farther in depth direction is used as an outward border of target

parking position. Fig. 18 shows the established outward border

using subreference corner and main reference corner.

Once the main reference corner, subreference corner, and

outward border are established, target parking position can be

established by locating the center of width side of target parking

position at the center point between the main reference corner

and the subreference corner along the outward border. Target

parking position is a rectangle with the same width and the

same length as the subjective vehicle. Fig. 19 shows the final

established target parking position. Fig. 20 shows a case when

the free parking space is located between the vehicle and the

pillar, and the outward border is determined by subreference

corner projection.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The authors installed a scanning laser radar (SICK LD-OEM)

on the left side of the experimental vehicle’s rear end, as shown

in Fig. 21. A brief specification of this sensor is as follows:

FOV is 360◦, angular resolution is 0.125◦, range resolution is

3.9 mm, maximum range is 250 m, data interface is controller

area network (CAN), and laser class is 1 (eye safe). The authors

installed two cameras for the rear and side views, respectively,

as shown in Fig. 21, to record the experimental situation. These

cameras were only used for analysis.

Experiments were focused on situations that the earlier-

mentioned systems could not solve, including daytime/

nighttime, outdoors/indoors, and conditions affected by the sun.

Fig. 23. Case when range data are disconnected and noisy.

We tested our system in 112 situations and confirmed that our

system was able to designate target parking position at the

desired location in 110 situations. Therefore, the recognition

rate is 98.2%. The average processing time on a PC with

1-GHz operation frequency is 615.3 ms. To show the feasibility

of the system, typical situations are listed in the subsequent

paragraphs illustrated by the rearview image. The designated

target parking position is depicted by a rectangle on range data.

Fig. 22 shows an outdoor situation in cloudy weather. The

acquired image was dark overall, and the cloud image reflected

on the vehicle surface made vision-based feature matching diffi-

cult. However, the recognition results showed that the proposed

system successfully designated target parking position and was

not affected by bad weather conditions. It is noteworthy that

although the range data of the vehicle located on the right side

of the free parking space were severely distorted near the vertex

because of a headlamp, the developed round corner detection

could precisely recognize the round corner, irrespective of this

condition.
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Fig. 24. Case when the adjacent vehicles have different depth position, and there are various objects around the free parking space.

Fig. 25. Outdoor parking lot in cloudy weather surrounded by various objects.

Fig. 23 shows that the range data located on the left side

of the free parking space were noisy and disconnected near

the tires. As the proposed round corner detection only used

the front cluster of the vehicle’s range data, it could properly

recognize the round corner. Furthermore, although two vehicles

adjacent to the free parking space had considerably different

locations in depth, the proposed outward border method estab-

lished target parking position at a reasonable location in depth.

Figs. 24 and 25 show cases wherein there are various objects

around the free parking space. Objects such as a building, stairs,

a tree, and a flower garden distress image understanding and

impart extra complexity to vision-based object recognition. In

particular, the repetitive patterns of the building, fans, windows,

and trees confuse vision-based feature matching. Furthermore,

3-D information belonging to objects unrelated to free parking

space causes failure of model-based vehicle recognition. The

proposed method was able to focus on the vehicle and the pillar

by ignoring range data clusters with high fitting errors in the

corner detection phase.

Fig. 26 shows a situation against the sun, which has been one

of the most difficult challenges to vision-based methods. The

image captured from the camera was saturated to white in some

areas and black in others, owing to the sun’s glare. Furthermore,

the sun made strong reflections on the vehicle’s surface, which

would change the shape and location with respect to viewing

position. Even in such a situation, the proposed method had

no problem because the scanning laser radar was not affected

by the visual conditions, and the resultant range data were not

degraded. It is noteworthy that although the vehicle located on

the right side of the free parking space had a round front end,

the proposed round corner detection successfully recognized it.

Figs. 27 and 28 show the results of target parking position

designation when a viable free parking space was located be-

tween the vehicle and the pillar in an underground parking lot.

Figs. 27 and 28 correspond to the free parking space between

the vehicle and the pillar and between the pillar and the vehicle,

respectively, in an underground parking lot. Even in such a case,

the proposed system used the same algorithm and successfully

designated target parking positions.

Fig. 29 shows the case wherein the adjacent vehicle in a dark

underground parking lot was black. In such a case, vision-based

feature detection of the black vehicle would be very hard, and

the light stripe detection of the light projection method was

error prone. In particular, because a scanning laser radar was

installed on the left side of the subjective vehicle’s rear end, the

incident angle between the side surface of the right vehicle and
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Fig. 26. Case against the sun and vehicle with round front end.

Fig. 27. Free parking space between vehicle and pillar in underground parking lot.

Fig. 28. Free parking space between pillar and vehicle in underground parking lot.

the scanning laser radar was very large. However, the scanning

laser radar could detect useful range data that was sufficient for

the recognition of free parking space.

Figs. 30 and 31 show cases wherein one of the two parked

vehicles is a light truck and the other is a truck, respectively.

As the vehicles adjacent to the free parking space can belong to
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Fig. 29. Case with black vehicle in underground parking lot.

Fig. 30. Free parking space between a light truck and a van.

Fig. 31. Free parking space between a sedan and a large truck. The background includes a flower garden and apartment with repetitive pattern.

various vehicle types such as sedan, sport utility vehicle, van,

light truck, and truck, vision-based model matching cannot help

being complicated. The proposed system could designate target

parking position because it does not consider the appearance

of the vehicle. Furthermore, as every large truck must have

a guard rail installed on its lower part for safety reasons,
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Fig. 32. One of two failed situations. As the laser beam direction was almost perpendicular to the normal direction of the parked vehicle’s front, the corresponding
range data could not be acquired.

the proposed system can recognize the contour of a large

truck.

Fig. 32 shows one of two failed cases. The major reason why

the proposed system failed to designate the target parking space

in this case was the dissatisfaction of the basic assumption that

the main reference corner appeared as an “L” shape in the range

data. The arrow from the coordinate system origin depicts the

ray direction from the scanning laser radar to the main reference

corner, and the dotted ellipse depicts the region without range

data corresponding to the front of the parked vehicle. As the

incident angle of the laser beam upon the front was almost

90◦, the scanning laser radar could acquire no range data of the

surface. However, such a situation is very rare; only two cases

occurred during 112 test situations.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a novel target parking position des-

ignation method, recognizing the free parking space between

parked vehicles in perpendicular parking situations using range

data from scanning laser data. Rectangular corner detection and

round corner detection could efficiently recognize the location

of vehicles. Moreover, the free parking space conditions, which

have been checked over by searching objects in the reverse

direction of two corner side’s directions, proved to be simple

and robust. Because the proposed method uses only 1-D range

data, it requires less memory and computing power compared

with methods using 2-D or higher dimensional range data like

grid maps. Through experiments, it is confirmed that the pro-

posed method is able to successfully designate target parking

positions, even in situations when other methods may fail,

such as daytime/nighttime, indoors/outdoors, against the sun,

vehicles in black, and when the vehicle is in a slanted position.

The proposed method is able to handle parallel parking

situations. In such situations, a parking aid system can use

the same corner detection it uses in perpendicular parking

situations. It just needs to change the distance threshold of

free parking space conditions and the orientation of the target

parking position at the final stage. As the ultrasonic sensor

already shows acceptable performance in parallel parking sit-

uations, in this paper, the authors focused on the perpendicular

parking situation that was hard for the ultrasonic sensor to

handle.

A major disadvantage of the proposed system might be the

expensive price of the sensor. However, a solution can be

expected in the near future. Recently, a scanning laser radar

company has announced that the cost of scanning laser radar

will rapidly decrease until prices reach C380 in 2010 [46].

Furthermore, if the scanning laser radar can integrate multi-

ple system functions into one system, the system can replace

multiple sensors and multiple electronic control units (ECUs)

with one single sensor and a single ECU. Consequently, the

total price of the whole system will be lower, and the scan-

ning laser radar-based system will become a practical solution,

even from the economic viewpoint [43], [47], [48]. Scanning

laser radar for the integration of multiple system functions

have already been developed and are now on the market [49].

Furthermore, because range data from scanning laser radar are

more reliable and 1-D, the processing unit managing the range

data from scanning laser radar will be simpler and cheaper than

processing units managing complex vision data and millimeter-

wave radar signals. Therefore, low-cost processing units and

the convenience of algorithm development are expected to

compensate for the high cost of scanning laser radar, to some

extent.

Future works include the following: 1) mosaicking of range

data acquired while the subjective vehicle approaches the initial

position, which could solve the failed situations because range

data from various perspectives are supposed to contain the

range data of unseen surfaces and 2) using range data during the

parking maneuver to enhance the accuracy of self-localization

and to detect potential hazards.
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